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‘the Presidentts Commission On Thé Assassination of President - 

John F, Kennedy is dead. ‘Created by Kennedy's successor one 

week after the assassination, the Warren Commission, an im- ot 

‘promptu, exigent, and unprecedented ad hoe body of dubious | 

Constitutional legitimacy, anomalous funetion, and diverse politi- 

eal, but petablishmentarian, composition, labored strenuously 

‘to conclude its mission before the Presidential election of 

1961, and dissolved in September, its staff dispersed, its 

transcripts of testimony and compilation of exhibits dis~ 

patched to the Government Printing Office, its materials de~ 

posited in the National Archives, and its Repert submitted 

to President Johnson who, in accepting, praising, and ordering 

it published under the imprimatur of the United States, became 

sole political heir of the Commission and its only competent 

spokesman. “Sanction by the President of judgment by the Com 

mission; Aan official seal of government approval on the re= 

sults of the two-day investigation into the assasginathon made 

by the Dallas police and district attorney's office, on the con~ 

elysions of the longer and more extensive Xinquiries ordered by 

Johnson, and on the case made by the mass-communication media , 

against the man accused of killin; Kennedy and Dallas policeman 

Tippit. | 

_Wulogies by men of the Xstablishment marked the Commission's 

passing, and press, radio, and television bruited its legacy. 

Governmental and institutional power combined strove to im
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plant in American and world consciousness and to inseribe on 
history's seroll the notion @ disturbed and hapless, leftist, 
workingelass nobody, a perverse exemplar of free enterprise and 
indiygdual initiative, unaided and motiveless, slew the thirty~ 
fifth president of the United States. Lee Harvey Oswald, Amer. 
lean, ex-Marine, Worker, avowed Marxist, aged 24, married, father | 
of two infant children, twice accused of murder but pleading | 
innocence, his trial aborted by exeeution in the custody and 
midst of his police captors, coffined in cement, and burted with 
maimed rites, was branded assassin, his life defamed, and his 
name made odious by posthumous verdict of the government of the 
‘United States, presided over by the man whose political fortune Was 
advanwed by the assassination and furthered by the findings of 
the tribunal created by Executive Order. 

Abroad, wisdom distilied from ages past and present spoke against | 
murder of a head of state without »olitical cause and slaughter 

* the putative assassin without connected reason, At home came 
a corporalts guard of armchair detectives, Talmudic exegetes, 
skepties, critics, seekers after truth to find flaw and error, 
distortiong and misrepresentation, lies and perjury, and hypoce 
risy in Johnson's Legacy; and indevendent investigators wexteae 
ing evidence to controvert its bequests, To them replied tribe 
of legal logicians, aeademic pundits, Solomonic savants, journal. 
istic scribes and pharisees, and, of late, former Conmission | 
assistant counsel, some conceding erievous fault, but all knight . 
defenders of the faith, affirming the defunct Commission's integ- 
rity and approving its findings.
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High above the battle, ensconed in governmerital position and in prestige, the 
Commissioners maintained decorous and judicious silence until erstwhile director 
of - ‘the CIA, Allen Dulles, nettled by revelations of the Commission's shortcomings 
and prejudice, rebuked critics for not naming the assassin the Commission found 
did not exist ; and House Minority Leader, Gerald R. hi author of a misrepre- 
sentational "Portrait of dey Assassin", asked dzigtané: mt whether critics of the 
Report had developed new evidence to which cast doubt on its findings. At the pinnacle 
of power, Commission Sire, heir and spokesnian, President Johnson, aloof from broils 

below, waits and watches, saying nothing publicly. ) 
Three quarters of a century passed before disinterested historical research destroyed 
the official version of, and established the essential truth about, the assassination 
of President Lincoln. In two short years since Bohnson's tribunal handed up its verdict 
in the marder of President Kennedy, hostile searching analysis, contrary testimony, and 
devastating criticism by a number of its supporters have impeached the ex-parte 
evidence on which the Report of the Warren Commission is based, and invalidated its pre- 
dicted findings. Sapping critic and guardsman at the gate, forensic adversaries dial- 
ectically united in result, have demolished the goverment's case against Oswald. From 
the ruins strewn with shards of the goverment postulate of a single assassin, rises elder 
Gaihet-like, the ghost of conspiracy beconing us to pursue truth beyond official myth 
and heed its blazon of murder most foul, strange, and unnatural", 

* rat wxioniy. apes , 
Our truth begins where the goverment's ended. We go first to the National Archives in 
Washingt A courteous and helpful projectionist will show us copies of amateur 8 mm. 
wotiondgiccon films of the assassination Scene taken on Nov. 22, 1963 by specgators
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Orville 0, Nix and Mary Muchmore. ‘The FBI found the originals 

helpful in fixing the locus of President ennedy when the angel of 

death in the guise of a bullet took his life, But the copies, of 

poor photographie quality and indistinct, are of no assistance din 

resolving such critical problems ms /t§ SounS ‘ and trajectory of the 
Cyye 

shots, number of bullets fired y numberof ite, and the intervals 
Ay ca 

between hits, 

‘Dress manufacturer and amateur photograpiier Abraham Zapruder, ho~ 

ever, took 8 mm, silent motion-picture color film of crucial evi- 

dentiary importance. We cannot see the original which Life maga~ 

zine bought for $25,000 and kept because of its value, fay, exhibit 

ed to FBI and Secret Service agents and Commission representatives 

three months after the assassination beeause important particu. 

lars were indistinct and considerable detail was missing in the 

two copies given by Zapruder to the Secret Service and also in the 

copy.of one of the copies made by and for the FBi. Clearer than 

the copies and available to us in the National Archives are the 

35 mm. color slides made by Life from the original film for the 

government. As authentic photographs of an historic event, the wk— 

slides are of absorbing interest, but if these are the frames 

pro jected for the Commission on the afternoon or Junek, 1964 in ore 

der to give the tribunal "a frame of re’erence and an orientation," 

their evidentiary value was impaired by the excision of frames 

208~211 inclusive, the crude horizontal splicing of frames 207 

and 212, ,nd the obvious misnumbering of frame 317 out of proper 

sequence, making necessary the renumberine of a series of preceding 

frames,
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Moreover, slides viewed separately as still photographs, even 

when seen in sequence, are frozen moments abstracted fron the. 

swift current of time and events and do not convey the sense of 

continuousag fluid motion immediately visible in the film fron | 
which they are derived, Thus, frame 313 shows clearly the impact 

of the fatal shot ~ a fan-shaped red spray radiates upward from the 

area of the right temvle of the stricken President's head which is 
pointed downward ~ and the i:mediately following frames, except for 
317 in which his head is intact, reveal the gory spray subsiding, 

In the o fspring fila, fF indefinite pedigree available to us in the 

National Archives, which is also in color and requires half a 

minute or less te run,whatever sme be its imperfections, the im- 

pact of the deadly hit is equally vivid. Less striking but of 

paramount importance are che sequences preceding and vy 
following the climactic moment of impact. In some fifty frames 

pefore tat denouement, eceupying Less than three seconds, the 

four occupants of the seats behind the Secret Service agents in 

the front compartment of she Presidential limousine, are seen to 

be in diverse motion as Kennedy reactg to his ferst wound with 

hands rising to his throat, shoulders moving forward, head fali- 

ing downward, and body inclining to the left; Governor Conna? ly, 

after tuming to his right, then left and right again, collaps~ 

ing into his wife's lap; and the two women moving differently 

toward their husbands -~ all constituting a complex of rapid and 

erratic movements distracting to a distant marksman at the eastern 

end of Desley Pyaza, sighting through a defective scope on a cheap 

rifle with fragile firing pin and only one bullet to spare,
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Immediately evident in the film sequence following 313 is the 
macabre pirouette executed by Kennedy's body. As the fatal bullet 

hits home and brain and blood and life depart, the President's 
moribund torso is hurled violently against the rear seat of his 

limousine, from which it bounces forward, ‘Spinning off to his left 

into re Kennedy? s arms, then falls away from her, The sudden vi~ 

olent backward thrast of Kennedy's body is unmistakable and in 

sharp contrast to the comparatively upright position of Mrs, . 

Kennedy before she rises in obvious shock and revulsion to Cscapem 

the ghastly hovror assaulting her, 

Hit. and thrust occur to the eye as cause and instant effect, True, 
the car accelerated suddenly and shot forward in a mths 

. desperate race for medical help at Parkland Hospital. But only, 

Secret Service agents testified, after Kennedy was struck fatally; 

the Connallys too, and the Report so quotes them, 

By the sensible and true avouch of the camera's eye, by the in- 

controvertible evidence of Zapruderts film, the bullet that took 

Kennedy's life was fired by a marksman positioned in front of the 

Presidential limousine and to its right. False is the undated, 7 

fovernment—autopsy "opinion that the deceased 

died as a result of two perforating gunshot wounds inflicted by 

high velocity projectiles...fired from a point behind...the de~ 

ceased." Not Oswald nor any -guagay_gunman situated behind the 

President could have fired the fatal shot, scored the deadly hit, 

In Dealey Plaza 

it is an honest ghost that waves us to a more removed ground, We 

go to Nealey Plaza,
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Moving west on Main Street, we pause at the corner of Houston 

where Kennedy's car made its turn to the north on its fateful | 

way to’nemesis, Across the street lies the wide eastern end 

of funnel-shaped Dealey Plaza, three acres in area, "The Front 
Deor of Dallas," through which passa almost aeedeerk ceaseless 

streams of traffic to and from highways leading north, south, and 

west. Main Street, declining east to west one foot in twenty, 

bisects the Plaza. Green lawns, each a block wide at Houston, 

separate Main from Commerce Street to the south and Fin Street 

to the north; but at the narrow west end of the Plaza, 425 ft, 

from Houston Street along Main, the three east-west streets 

converge to. form a tripartite readway beneath a railroad 

overpass, then go thelr separate ways. Symmetrical grassy 

knolls rise from Commerce and Elm Streets at the overpass 

and extend eastward toward Houston Street. On their summits 

wooden stockade fences abut the overpass and run bo the east 

less than half th distance to Houston, then extend at approx 

imately right angles to the north and south, away from the 

Plaza, partly sereening unattractive parking lots between the 

knolls and railread tracks beyond. Single rows of lower 

hedges and taller trees parallel the fences, Concrete steps-=ie 

near the bends in the fences give access to sidewalks and roadways 

below, and walks passing through and beyond concrete pergolas 

on the knolls lead from the fences to the eastern end of the 

Plaza, ornamented with pylons, reflecting pools, and flower~ 

bordered peristyles between Elm and Commerce Streets,
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In front of the peristyle between Main and Commerce Streets 
stands a statue of George B.dealey, publisher of the Dallas 
Morning News, in whose honor and memory the Plaza was named, 
We cross the street to read the plaque on the back of the statue, 

truth, The laudatory words awaken memories of Nov, 22, 1963 
when the News ran a full-page ad by a John Birch Society ad- 
junct, accusing Kennedy of betraying the cause of anti-~Communism, 
And printed on the bottom of page one, a sketch of the Presiden. 
tial motorcade route, two columis wide, showing its course from 
Houston Street to the railroad overpass down Main Street in 
the middle of Dealey Plaza, when three days before it had dew 
scribed tle route in exact detail, including the turns from 
Maan into Houston and from Hoyston through Dealey Plaza alose/” 
Elm ‘Street, | 
Behind the statue, leaning against the peristyle, cut flowers 
in anonymous remembrance of tle slain President, wither in the 
inhospitable Texas sm. No token else, neither document in 
bronze or Stone, nor landscaped arrangement attest the man or 
Signify the flight of his life through The Front Door of Dallas. 

I [ From the lower level of the verdant lawns, the U.S. Post office 
Building at the southeast corner of the Blaga and, on Houston 
Street, the old Court House and newer Dallas County Criminal Courts 
where Jack Ruby was tried for the murder of Oswald, and Records 
building, all loom large above the Plaza, Were all their oceu- 
pants in the street at half past twelve on Nov. 22 in 1963? 
Did no one in them with glass or naked eye see tragedy unfold bee 
low? No man or woman, no government employee come forth to say



What had transpired? Was not a single witness found? Was any 

sought? Wwe wonder, 

libs Ay, we wonder. On the unemeumbered lawn our eyes Lift “to tne bright 

brick face of the forever-fanous, Ih ft etall, seven-storey_ Texas . 

School Book Depository at the northeast corner or Hi a 

settle on the glinting panes of th southeast corner window on 
the sixth floor, shut now and dark behind, What sort of man was 

he who chose to fire so close to buildings used by armed men 

and so far from any of many exits below? He meant to take 

Kommeyy's life; had he no care for his own? Was no other place 

avahabler on that floor? On the one above? Below? Was he 

unsure of the motorcade route and took despite its hazards, a van~ 

tage point to follow in his scope, without Let by tree or build~ 

ing, the progress of the Presidential limousine on Main Street 

through Dealey Plaza or toward him on Hoyston Street? cr, sure 

of the route, did he plan to shoot Kennedy on Houston Street? 

Yet he held his fire as the President's car came slowly toward 

him, growing larger, and turning into Elm Street swung close be- 

neath him, almost stopping, his target large and clear, Why? 

What cause obliged him to forego his best chance, to wait, le- 

thally patient; cool in the oppressive heat, eye, hand, and nerve 

steady; his target smaller as it moved away, Lost to view behind 

an oak tree in veluminous leaf, reappearing beyond, nearer the 

overpass and sanctuary? What reason? What motive? Perhaps he was 

net there and farst the police, then the FBI, and following them 

the Warren Conmission evoked him out of an improvised paper bag, 

three spent cartridge cases, four cartons of books, and the in.
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termittent eyesight of a perjurious steamfitter, And called 

him Oswaid. | 
Where was the gumman whose bullet spared the women in the Prest- 
dential limousine and made the holes in Kennedyt jacket, shirt, 

and back? And the marksman whose aissile pierced Connelly from 

the rear? How came the gunman in the Depository Lo / sis in tone 

cert with the distant assassin whose frontal shot killed Kennedy? 

By prearrangement to shoot when the President's car reached a 

fixed point between them? By visible signal? or two-way radio? 

Where was the deadly marksman stationed? By the testimony of 

Z2apruder's film, between the photographer standing at the western 

end.of the pergola on the grassy knoli between Elm and Main Streets , 

and the overpass, On the imoell our eyes seek out the likely place, 

Not under the single line of trees in front of the stockade fence, 

in easy view of nearby spectators on the knoll and of cameras on 
the Plaza, And quick escape cut off in all directions. But behind 

the fence, partly screened by the trees in front, with gun rests 

between the palings, panoramic view of the Plaza, and inskant 

access to cars imam at hand. An: no police nearer than the 

overpass and the street below. Probably at or near the corner 

. where the fence extending eastwarc: from the overpass turns north 

ward toward the railroad jm waiting watchfuily, confident, 

iron-nerved, remorseless. 

How did the assassins escape? From the Depository and the grassy 

knoll amid swarming police and government agents? By their own 

wits entirely? Or with te lp? Were they truly lost to view, or 

invisible in the protective coloration of false badge or true?
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ww, public c 
: who were the as ssassins, hidden fron/view | by three investigations, 

the findings of the Warren Coumission, and acceptance of its Report 
by President Johnson? At whose bidding did they risk death to take 
the life of the head of the most powerful of states? In whose 
interests? For what inducement? Where can such men be found? 
Where seek them out? Among virulent feare-andwhate filled racist 
terrorists of bomb and torch and murderers by rifle fére from 
ambush? In the ranks of the CLA, organizer ef world-wide a 
Subversion, plotter of war and counterrevolution, conspirator with 
assassins? In the files of the FOI, impotent @ag foe of the under- 
world, nationally syndicated and internationally connected deal. 
ers'in rourder, a commodity unknown in Marxts day, produced by 
asocial, Yreptilian~blooded, skilled professionals? 

in Parkland Hospital 

The sulphurous scent of conspiracy ts» taints the 
air in Dealey Plaza. We follow the Sgr chost to Parkland Hos- 
pital, 

, 
Close to the broad divided roadway of Harry Hines Boulevard in 

(Z 1 . en 

northwest Dallas, modern Parkl&nd Hospital stands large, free, 
and clear in its grassland setting, no residence, store, or fact- 
ory near, with easy access to Loy e Field Airport few miles and 
minutes away. To the emergency entrance on Nov. 22, 1963, in 
desperate howling speed came police and Secret Service escorting 
and guarding the stricken Presidential cortege 

Necessarily first to be removed was Governor Connally of TEXas,



sorely wounded in back, right wrist, and left thigh, borne 

swiftly to safety in trauma room and succoring surgery, unable 

~to-communicate the "thought that cCossed my mind on hearing the 

first shot, "this ig an assassination attempt," and his belief 

when struck & Moment later by a second bullet, either "someone 
was shooting with an automatic riflen or "there were two or three 

people involvedj" and without opportunity or subsequent request 

to elucidate the anguished cries wrung from him by the wounding 

missile before he knew Kennedy Kad been hit, "Ch, no, no, nott 

and "They are going to kill us all ys« Impulsive and enigmatic 

utterances, signifying emphatic rejection very likely of his own 

imagined impending demise, and possibly of the sudden despairing 

“realization "They are going to kill* not only one marked for . 

death but all the notable occupants of the Presidential limousine - 

and - even others beside, 

“after the Governor, the President, come to Texas intending, 

in preparation for his projected reelection campaign in 1964, to 

reconcile Democratic liberals supporting him with the state party's 

conservatives led by 7 Goma and shot as was his alleged assassin 

two days later, in the midst of his guards, was sped atop a sheet. 

covered, thin mattress on the upper surface of a two-tiered, four~ 

wheeled stretcher cart to trauma room one where doctors and nurses 

worked desperately against time and fate to ease his breathing, 

administer blood and hormones, massage his heart, and restore con- 

sciousness. All in vain. In leas3 than thirty minutes death became 

official. Whatevevr thoughts of assassination and conspiracy may 

have shot through Kennedy's mind when he was struck in back and 

throat were annihilated bv the bobietw which smashed tre Skwlt , 
Fed Prong 2 f bed. (nnd, Mea. ping t Bafere Fhe Paciuides ty Cran issionern Gall the. Fessascine Pint Cees iNew 
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Ciesely ringed by Secret Service guardians on arrival at Parkland 

lospital and whisked to isolated security in a room not far from 
his dieing chief, the chrysalid President pondered the grim event 
elevating him to helmseman of the ship of state in discussion with 
Mrs. Johnsen, Congressmen Homer Thornberry and Jack Brooks, and 

Vie~Presidential executive aide O1iff carters 

Whike Johnson waited drama unfolded and powwer accrued to him in 
anticipation of formal investiture. As priests administered last 
rites and prayed in somen silence, a trio of the dead mants eides, 
moved by chivalric concern for she blood-and-brain~spattered, 

grief-smitten, but composed, widow who would not leave her husband's 

body, busied themselves to awe and Weave override Local 

officigis with exclusive autherity to order autopsy and inquest, 

. ang with Johnson's knowledge and police and Secret Service assist. 
ance, abduct the corpse for postmortem in Washington. With 

arrogant contempt for law the dead President's subordinates 

stained the transition of power: from the truncgted tui 

Administration to its successor. 
i 

Simultaneously, inpiseiplined autonomous response to cogent ne~ 

ecessity, Major General Chester V. clifton, military aide to 

& 

Keunedy, linked Johnson's hospital room with Presidential plane 

Air Force One on Love Field, the White House, and the Pentagon — 

whence, on news of the assassination and in fear of a coup Gtetat, 

directives sped to all nine world-wide combat commands of the 

United Staves, ordering v-cadiness for action. And unobkbrusively, 

murtieclad, army warrant officer, Ira Gearhart, Kennedy's courier
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to atomic attack, and never digant from the President, reported 
to Johnson and attended him in an adjoining room, 

At twelve minutes past one, on Johnsonts order, Carter made note Agent In Charge, 
ream toa Vice~Presidential Detail, A 

a Emory Roberts, brought word, without explanantion tameskima of the 
delay, Kennedy had died. To Keimmeth Otponnell, Kennedy's Appoint~ 
ments Secretary, come to convey the news eight minutes later, 
Jebnsonts¢ "first words...ewere that we must look upon this in a 
sense that it might be a conspiracy of soiie mem nature. 
Delay announcement of Kennedy's demise, Johnson advised Malcolm 
Kilduff, Presidentyal Assistant Press Secretary, to give him 
opportunity, urged by all, to quit the hospital and reach Love 
Field for flight to Washington, because We dontt know whether 
this is a world-wide conspiracy, whether theytre after me as well 
as they were after Kennendy, or whether they're after Speaker 

MeCormack or Senator Hayden. We just don't know, t* 

president Kennedy dead; Vice President Johnson, House Speaker 

McCormack, Senate President Pro Tem Hayden - not Connally - men 

in the in the line of Constitutional suveession to powert John 

son, endowed with primordial instiney for power, with no illusions 
about its sources, ambitious realist unhampered by idealistic 

vision or consistent principle, virtuoso skilled in duplicitous 

opportunist acquisition and uses of power in thirty two years at 
the seat of government, privy to affirs of state, man of power, saw 

conspiracy in Dallas, wondered aloud about Washington and cities 

beyond the country's shores. What was his thought? who were 

"they"? Soviet agents? Chinese cormuni gts? Vietnamese terror. 

ists? Castroites? Puerto Rican nationalists? Members of the



FBI~riddled American party of Moscow? Spewers of hate and Sih 

slime who greeted Kennedy with accusation of perfidy and treason, 

attacked Stevenson weeks before, cipat on Johnson in 19607 Fanatic 

followers of rabis rightist hero, General Edwin Walker, elamorous 

summoner of 50,000 armed men to do battle with the Federal govern~ 

ment at the University of Mississippi in 1962? Southern racist 

desperadoes, hands stained with blood of (black and white\rictims ) 

He did not say. 

Minutes later the Vice~Presidential party was gone from Parkland 

Hospital, departing surreptitiously in unmarked cars, its exit 

masked by. Poesque drama staged by the kidnapers with hearse, corpse, 

bereaved widow, and wwekk conniving escort... At Love Field Jonnson 

ran up the ramp to enter Air Force One. A call to Attorney Gen-~ 

eral Robert Kennedy fer instruction in the law relating to time 

and | place of the cath of office, caiaeke response from Washington, 

summons to Federal Judge Sarah Hughes, hurried ceremeony aboard 

the waiting plane, and Johnson, highest ambition fulfilled in 

tragic irony, imanme gre at power ig his hands, became the thirty~ 

sixth President of the United States, his immediate pressing 

problems contrivance of stable government through temporary con~ 

tinuity of personnel and policy, reassurance to the world the 

American ship of state, intact, WAS ON courses 

At the White house 

In flight to Washington, from Dallas came reassuring news and 

ominous danger. In police custody, custom made for the assassintg 

réle was Lee Harvey Oswald, no one else scught. Quick to exploit 

sensation, press, radic, and television, fed ready police data,
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embrbidered Cawald's political portrait in bright red biog 

Marxist, Communist, erstwhile defector to the Soviet Yaion, 

Castroite, 

What should President Johnson do? Sing in the cherus? Hunt with 

the pack? Cry havoc? Cpen wide the doors to unbridled reaction? 

Invite a national tidal wave of hysterical anti-Comminism? Wreck 

the budding detente with the Soviet Union? Renew and intensify 

the cold war?) Unleash the combat coumands at the ready? Was this 
the aim of the assassination? 

Could the establishmentarian man of consensus, millionaire and 

political roots deep and wide in Texas, stand against the hue and 
— 

ery, stem and turn Che ~dedieaiaapaa: ruming tide, save the sacrificial 

victim, find guilt where political instinct, logic, and knowledge 

directed, in the bread bosom of the malignant, reactionary right 

nurtured by the "ai litary~industrial complex against which Eisen 

hower warned the nation on leaving office? Spur Negroes to smite 
flank . _—— 

the segregationist sims of the conspiracy? Semummi Rouse the 

passive working class to struggle againgt hey capitalist arch -adblejes 

villains? Who would rally te his cause? Dr. Martin Luther King? 

Bayard Rustin? A. Phillip Randolph? Roy Wilkins? Where find 

allies? In the Republican or Democratic Party? Americans for' 

Democratic Action? The antinfOPenatdon League? Among recation~ 

ary lickspittle and mock-liberal bureaucrats in the APlm=CI0? 

Or Soviet sycophants in the emasculated Communist Party? 

Was there another way? "Quick briefings on tke state of che world 

and the implications of the assassination were Mr. Johnson's first 

concern last night and this morning," wrete N.Y, Times correspondent 

Max Frankel from Washington on Nove 23. "No responsible official
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with the assassinationes. Greatest fear" of the "highest men in 

Government” was "that the assassination and the left-wing back 

ground of the prime suspect, Lee H.Oswald, would generate anti- . 

Comminist passiongx and eries for vengeance... Offictals tried 

through the night to prevent the police and prosecutors in Dallas 

from drawing political conclusions from the assassination." offi- 

cials in Washington, Times correspondent E,W. Kenworthy reported 

two days later, shared the concern of the Soviet government to 

keep "alive the glow of detente that has existed since the signing’ 

of the limited nuclear test ban treaty," and its fear of "a wave 

of anti-Soviet feeling in the United States beeause of the left- 

wing record of the suspected assassin," whom it denounced as a 

Ratoni, Troekyite ; and ‘warned the Dallas police and the £->—— 

Texas state prosecutors from assigniig sty any political moti- 

vation for the erime." 

Athwart the Presidential policy cane, grotesquely, underworld minion 

and panderer, Jack Ruby, with transparent motive and obvicus 
overdue — 

assistance to exterminate Oswald at the moment offtranster from 
whelmin 

police to sheriffts custody. Now/disbeliet, rumor, speculation 

Saeemmiithedt swept the world, shook the Establishment, tumult in 

the offing. 1 

So, in Caesarian urgency, by Presidential malpratice was born the 

warren Commission "To satisfy itse]f that truth is known," but 

only "as far as it can be discovered;* an instrument of executive 

policy to denude the assgssination of political meaning, its un~ 

willing distinguished establishmeiitarian members dragooned and 

carefully balanced politically to preclude miscaYfiage of its 
function with verdict azainst left or right, its finding of a
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solitary alienated assassin therefore predetermined, 

Its proliferating critics do it g rievous wrong to indict it for 

evil intent, malfeasance, nonfeasance, prejudice, ineptitude, 

It had no choice, did its best with the intrac table materials at 

its disposal to falsify the event, Men make their own h istory, 

said Marx, but not out of the whole cloth. The Warren Commission 

wove an unlovely garment to hide the truth. But seen in historical 

perspective, it was only a minor villain abetting crime, accessory 

after the fact, puppet not puppeteer, Laertes not Claudius. 

Kennedy's murderers go free, their employers unscathed, the in- 

terests they served unidentified, all sheltered by the gov v ernmen t. 

Commission critics, have done with endless dissection of a pu- 

trescent corpse; Confront the assassination Truth lies outside the grave, \ 
“ 

amy 

The ghost bec kons. History waits, 
we 


